Pigeons
that
share!

Magic in the
mundane

Pigeons pair for life!

Notice three
good things

Sustained benefits for people
suffering from depression or
anxiety

https://findingnature.org.uk/2021/10/13/
three-good-things-walking/
Posted on October 13, 2021 by Miles Richardson
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‘Creating Trails for Woodland Tales’
What’s it all about?

We love
books and
stories!

We love
all things
in nature!
A perfect combination!

We love
woodland
walks!

Our trails are designed to bring together a variety of experiences to
develop an appreciation of our natural world, give a sense of place,
well-being and peace, whilst connecting with woodlands.

Trails are intertwined with a
desire to promote a love of
stories and books, which help
to bring an element of
imagination and creativity.

Our aims are simple…

To provide opportunities to connect with nature and
foster a sense of curiosity of the natural world.
To develop a growing a sense of well-being and
appreciation of the health benefits of engaging with
nature as part of a woodland trail.
To promote a desire to protect and care for the
world we live in.

We’ve connected ideas across different areas.

Simply
connecting
ideas!

Created a tool to give educators some structure
when planning an outdoor trail using their local
areas – easy to adapt - a great kickstart!

Ten optional activities sandwiched between
‘Welcome to the Woodlands’ & ‘Final
Thoughts’

How does this project link with current research?
• Nature Connectedness (University of Derby – Miles Richardson)
• Using the Five Pathways identified by this research
• Place Attachment
• Deep breathing – Brainstem breathing (early research)
• Adopted five breathing techniques from Global Classrooms
(learning platform)

Agree or Disagree?
The rising mental health crises and rising
crises in the health of our planet …are
indicators that our relationship with nature is
broken.’
‘

Miles Richardson
(UoD) Nature Connectedness

Nature
Connectedness

Understanding and improving our connection with
nature because of the well-being and environmental
benefits.
Miles Richardson et al - UoD

https://findingnature.org.uk/2020/
02/13/a-missing-link-in-asustainable-and-worthwhile-life/

Nature Connectedness Research Group at
University of Derby
• … aim to bring about associated benefits in wellbeing and conservation
behaviour.
• …work with Natural England, National Trust, RSPB, The Wildlife Trusts and
other national nature conservation NGOs (non-governmental
organisations).
• …honoured in the UK’s 100 Best Breakthroughs list, compiled by
Universities UK, for its pioneering work looking at people’s sense of their
relationship with the natural world.
https://www.derby.ac.uk/research/centres-groups/nature-connectednessresearch-group/

Mental health is a global issue of concern. It is
estimated that 30% of the population worldwide
suffers from a mental disorder (Steel et al., 2014),
with more than 264 million people affected by
depression, and more than 284 million affected by
anxiety (Global Burden of Diseases, [GBD] 2017).’
‘

‘Moments not minutes – engaging in certain
simple activities in nature seem to be more
predictive of mental wellbeing than time
spent in nature.’
Moments, not minutes: Nature-wellbeing relationship Richardson et al.
www.internationaljournalofwellbeing.org

‘

Nature connectedness - greater happiness, greater levels of

feeling that life is worthwhile, and lower prevalence of illbeing
(i.e., depression and anxiety) … indicates that nature
connectedness measures may be a valuable tool when
assessing clients’ wellbeing.’ (Richardson et al: Page 19)

Talk
Benefits
of
nature

Moments, not minutes: Nature-wellbeing relationship
Richardson et al. www.internationaljournalofwellbeing.org

People who experience positive emotion
when seeing beauty in nature have
higher well-being levels.
Teach children
to STOP
and take
notice.

• Faber Taylor& Butts-Wilmsmeyer
(2020)
.

• Two measures of exposure to
greenspaces were used:
• one measuring frequency of
greenspace use;
• the other measuring total
time outdoors.
• The group with higher
frequency and more time
outdoors showed higher gains
in self-regulation.

Tools & strategies
to manage and cope with
feelings of ill-health and
depression

So what…?

‘…a switch from focusing on getting people to visit natural (remote) spaces and spend
more time in nature, to focusing on how people can tune in and connect with
everyday nature through simple activities, as this would also help to enhance nature
connectedness and thereby wellbeing. (McEwan et al., 2019; Richardson & Sheffield, 2017)’
Planning
&
Design
National and
local Policies

(Richardson et al: Page 26)

Provision for
daily
nature-based
activities

Moments, not minutes: Nature-wellbeing relationship Richardson et al.
www.internationaljournalofwellbeing.org

Therapeutic
goals/
prescribed

A blog by Prof. Miles
Richardson and Dr HolliAnne Passmore.

https://findingnature.or
g.uk/2018/12/06/applyi
ng-the-pathways-tonature-connectedness/

The definitions and research provide pointers to the types of things to do in nature for connection:

• Contact – get out and engage with nature. Use your senses to take a fresh look at
trees, touch the bark, smell the pine needles, listen to the wind through the leaves.

• Meaning – consider what nature means to you. What’s your favourite local tree
and why? It’s good to have meaning in our lives.

• Compassion – think about what you could do for nature. Why not make a home
for nature?

• Emotion – find happiness and wonder in nature. Note the good things in nature,
the joy they can bring.

• Beauty – take time to appreciate beauty in nature and try to capture it through art or in
words.

• Think back to your childhood

Where was your
favourite place?
HAPPY PLACE
Why?

Research with children and young people has repeatedly
shown that place, identity and well-being are often closely connected.
Rowles, 1980, 1983; Chawla, 1992; Twigger-Ross and Uzzell, 1996; Day,
2007; Green and White, 2007; Irwin et al., 2007.
In one study, children who lived in urban areas were asked to draw a map
of their favourite places and 96% sketched
an outdoor scene.
For example, a report that examined a wide range of evidence about
the role of place in children’s well-being concluded that children’s daily
experience of living and learning in the environment around them is a
critical factor in their overall well-being.
Sustainable Development Commission (2007, p. 6)
ttps://depts.washington.edu/hhwb/Thm_Place.html

Place
Attachment
Name a place
you identify
yourself with.

A bond between
individual and
their important
places

Identity

Process
What knowledge,
emotions and
memories are
created?

Place
What is it about the
place to which we
connect?

•Affect – happiness, pride, love
•Cognition – memory, knowledge,
meaning
•Behaviour - proximity, maintaining
•Physical – natural and manmade places we find meaningful
•Social place bonding - relationships
and groups
Dependence

Person
What experiences and
personal importance within
places form the basis for
attachments?

•Individual – experience, realisation,
milestones – positive feelings
strengthen place attachment
•Group – religion or historical
Meaning

Fosters a
sense of
well-being.

‘Secret places’
facilitate
imaginative
play.

Offers mental
and physical
respite.

Higher
levels of
self-esteem.

Feelings of connection
or belonging initiated
at an early age tend to
become stronger in
later years.

The attachment of a green
place can encourage
individuals to actively
protect and engage in proenvironmental behaviour.

Higher
levels of
security.

A reduction in
stress when
settings are
recreated.

Many people who work on
behalf of the environment
cite their childhood
experiences in nature as the
foundations for their work.

Shared social
experiences

‘Defining
moments
evoke personal
memories and
may contribute to
a stable sense of
self.’

‘The greater the
experiences…a more
comprehensive
understanding of place
attachment will be reached.’
Time to
develop
Scannell & Gifford (2010) Defining Place attachment – A
Tripartite Organising Framework (PPP)

How Your Breath Controls Your Mood and Attention

New research explores the relationship between the pace and
intentionality of your breathing, and the brain networks
involved in mood, attention, and body awareness.
BY B GRACE BULLOCK PHD
SEPTEMBER 5, 2019
MINDFULNESS RESEARCH

HTTPS://WWW.MINDFUL.ORG/HOW-YOUR-BREATH-CONTROLS-YOUR-MOOD-AND-ATTENTION/

The sympathetic nervous system
drives the ‘fight and flight’ response in times of stress.
The parasympathetic nervous system is linked to restful
conditions and regulates bodily functions, like
digestion and urination.

…sends a
message to our
brain that we are
ready to relax and
calm down.

This triggers the
parasympathetic
nervous system
responsible for
feelings of
relaxation.

‘By tapping into these
networks using the
breath, we gain access
to a powerful tool for
regulating our
responses to stress.’

This message
is then sent
to the body.

Heart rate then
slows and stimulates
the vagus nerve,
which travels from
the brain to the
abdomen.

‘…quick breathing
triggers feelings
like anxiety, anger
or fear.’

The vagus nerve carries signals from the body
to the brain, and vice versa. It extends from the
brainstem through the neck, thorax and down to
the abdomen.

Deep breathing alerts
your brain that you’re
ready for relaxation,
which in turn lowers
blood pressure by
slowing our heart rate.

By focusing on our
breathing, we are
learning to control
it and harness the
benefits of it when
we most need it.

Breathing Techniques
See our wonderful downloadable posters to
support the use of breathing techniques in
school.

Has anyone got any
other breathing
techniques that we could
share and add to our
collection for everyone
to use?
We will create a poster
to add to the collection.

https://www.theglobalclassroom.com/classes
/deep-breath/
Take a
• World Breathing Day – April

11th

2021

look at
these.

‘Creating Trails for Woodland Tales’
What’s it all about?

We love
books and
stories!

We love
all things
in nature!
A perfect combination!

We love
woodland
walks!

https://trailswoodlandtales.wixsite.com/mysite
This project is supported by IATL
University of Warwick.
Creators: Kath Wheatley & Prof. Des Hewit

The humble stick can be so much more;
imagine, plan and problem solve whilst
constructing and joining using foraged
woodland waste. These activities get
minds thinking and build valuable team
work skills.

Take a moment on the trail to clear the
mind, listen to nature and
think positive thoughts – a mini
woodland bathe.
Wordplay inspired by nature or
drama inspired by the tale on the
trail add an opportunity for a
language-based activity.

Woodland
Well-being

One of the joys of woodlands is the
wonderful connection between
nature and science. These
hands-on activities link well to the
science curriculum.

Follow The Map of Imaginology on the
website for this activity, which guides
you through the mini tasks linked to
developing care, respect and the
desire to protect.

Slow down and take a quiet moment –
this section is about learning to STOP
and take time out to listen, to move
slowly and learn to relax in the
moment.

Perfect
Partners

Woodland
Artist

Nature-based art is a great way of
relaxing, communicating and
connecting with the woodland
either through free-choice art or
connecting art to your chosen tale.

A perfect setting for story telling!
Find a spot to tell your tale and use as a
stimulus for further adventures as you
journey through the woodland.

These simple science-based activities
develop a deeper understanding of
trees and the vital role they play.

Final
Thoughts

Welcome
to the
Woods
Tale on the Moments
with Nature
Trail

Short, pacey 3,2,1 FREEZE activities
create a sensory experience and act as
quick starters to break the ice. A great
way to get active and connect with
nature and each other.

Construcology

Begin with a quick introduction and a
brief discussion about the intentions of
the trail. Use the Welcome Map and
example questions as a guide.

Woodland
Wonders

Visit our wonderful webite and
use our ideas and suggestions to
create your own trail with a tale.

Woodland Moments
of
Imanginolgy
Words and
Meditation
Drama

Creating Trails

Ending with a final thought offers the
opportunity for everyone to share
their experiences and communicate
their feelings and thoughts. It is a
time to reflect on the importance of
woodlands and to leave a pledge of
appreciation and protection.
Join us on our journey
@woodlandtrails.tales (Instagram)
We would love to hear about
your trails!

Handouts
provide a brief
description of
the ten activities
that could be
used to create a
wonderful trail of
your own.
https://trailswoodlandtales.
wixsite.com/mysite

Kath Wheatley
Des Hewitt

‘We need a new relationship with nature, and that starts by tuning in and
noticing nature. Understanding that a close connection with nature is a key
component of a worthwhile life, a sustainable life— a good life.’
(Richardson et al: Page 26)

Connecting
with Nature

Deep
Breathing

Place
Attachment

Sustainable
Life
Desire to
Protect

Moments, not minutes: Nature-wellbeing relationship Richardson et al.
www.internationaljournalofwellbeing.org

Any questions?
Thank you for listening

Interested in finding out more or
being part of the project?
E-mail
katherine@bumblegreenbooks.co.uk

